ANIMA
Home is where the heart is
A family home is a living, breathing entity with its own
unique signature, an energy and activity heartbeat that
if left unchecked is prone to stress.
Can the home self-diagnose to save energy and improve
a family’s well being?

Anima is a proxy for the heartbeat of the home, designed to draw the household into
considering the energy use of the home in terms of its ‘health’ or ‘fitness’ rather
than using abstract energy or ecological metrics, such as Kilowatts or carbon units;
units which have been shown time and again to be intangible to the everyday user.
The app would reside on both a tablet and in a communal, shared area, such as on a
digital screen built into a fridge door in the kitchen. The app incorporates a shared
family calendar where schedules can be manually added or synchronised through
the cloud for each family member (such as through Microsoft Outlook or Facebook).
The default screen of the app is of the combined heartbeat of the home, visualised as
a dynamic ‘anima’ (meaning ‘soul’ or ‘psyche’), that pulses at a regular calm rate
when the home’s combined energy use and levels of activity are below pre-agreed
targets. As energy consumption or activity levels rise above their respective targets,
the anima will give the illusion of stress through an exaggerated, irregular and
frenetic pulse. The user is encouraged to explore, not through passive engagement
with bar charts or other complicated 2 dimensional, static representations but by
pulling, twisting, bouncing the anima for an engaging 3 dimensional experience
with their living and shape shifting data.
Secondary views are of the family’s energy consumption and activities independent
of one another. For the energy anima, the target is an aggregation of gas and
electricity data through which the user can explore, by clicking on the facets of the
anima, their consumption and cost information. The other view is of an activity
anima, a visual amalgamation of a family’s busyness represented in an alternative
colour scheme. Activity data can be drawn from the family calendars and from the
technology of a modern, smart home environment. Movement sensors within the
home and activity tracking through smartphones and recent advances in ubiquitous
computing (such as wearables) will be able to detect a level of activity from
movement in and out of rooms to personal fitness tracking. Again, by clicking on
the anima’s tessellated surface, the family can drill down for further information.
The data from the calendars and of the family’s activity levels can also be used as an
input into an automated home management system. For example, research has
shown that people feel less cold when active so a house or zonal thermostat could
automatically reduce local temperature when the activity rating is high. Similarly,
the calendar data can be used to allow the system to offer (via messages to a
smartphone) to switch the heating off when the data available suggests that the
home is empty. At all levels, the data presented can be acted upon or ignored
according to the users and the family’s decisions.

The size and colour of the
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changed to explore stresses

The anima’s pulse illustrates
the health of the home
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